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Armored interfaces refer to fluid interfaces on which a compact monolayer of par-
ticles is adsorbed. In this paper, we probe their robustness under impact. For such
an investigation, the impact of a drop (covered or not by particles) on a flat armored
interface is considered. Two regimes are observed: small drops impacting at low
velocities do not coalesce, while bigger drops falling at higher velocities lead to co-
alescence. The coalescence which occurs when the impacting drop has just reached
its maximum extension directly results from the formation of bare regions within the
armor. We therefore propose a geometric criterion to describe this transition. This
simple modeling is able to capture the dependence of the measured velocity thresh-
old with particle size and drop diameter. The additional robustness experienced by
double armors (both drop and puddle covered) results in an increase of the measured
velocity threshold, which is quantitatively predicted. C© 2013 AIP Publishing LLC.
[http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4801320]

I. INTRODUCTION

The study of armored interfaces, which refer to all kinds of interfaces on which a compact
monolayer of particles is adsorbed, dates back to the early 1900s.1, 2 Such armors can be achieved
at a liquid/liquid interface or an air/liquid interface, where the particles provide a coating for
an individual bubble3–8 or a water drop.9–11 They are also used to stabilize large collections of
entities, such as particle stabilized foams12–17 or dry water.13, 18–20 Most of the potential applications
involving these objects stem from the mechanical isolation properties of such layers:11, 21–24 small
liquid quantities can be moved on any substrate without any pollution or loss. In these examples,
which often involve a large number of entities, the resistance to coalescence between two adjacent
liquid marbles or coated bubbles is crucial. Coalescence can occur when the two interfaces—
initially separated by a thin film of air or liquid decorated with the solid particles—connect. This
suggests that the liquid menisci between the particles of the layer are not stable and slowly move
along the particles. The maximum pressure of stability of a meniscus is proportional to the local
mean curvature of the liquid/air interface inside the pores. It can be evaluated as with porosimetry
techniques, considering that the particles are irreversibly bound to the interfaces and remain immobile
during the whole coalescence process.17, 25–28 Yet, coalescence between bubbles or drops is generally
mediated by significant deformation of the interfaces29allowing the particles to rearrange along the
surface during the contact. This suggests a strong coupling between the interface deformation and
the particle motion as already highlighted in quasistatic situations where the two interfaces are gently
brought into contact.30–32

Here, we investigate the coalescence mechanism of armored interfaces focusing on the local
interface deformation and the subsequent microscopic movement of the particles. We first consider
the impact of a bare drop on a puddle armored with a single layer of particles (single armor case),
then the impact of an armored drop on an armored puddle (double armor case). In both cases, two
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regimes are observed: at high velocity, coalescence occurs while at low velocity the coalescence
is inhibited by the presence of the particles. We measure the coalescence threshold velocity and
propose a quantitative understanding of our results.

II. EXPERIMENTS

A. Particles

The particles are spherical glass beads of density ρp = 2200 kg/m3. To obtain several sets of
monodisperse particles with the same contact angle, we proceed as follows. First, a large amount
of particles with a broad size distribution are chemically modified by silanization to make them
hydrophobic.33 The silanization is performed on dry particles that have been cleaned with a piranha
mixture (70% of concentrated sulfuric acid to 30% hydrogen peroxide solution). For 100 g of
particles, we use 100 ml of a solution of FDTCS (Perfluorodecyltrichlorosilane ABCR GmbH &
Co. KG) in toluene at 0.05%. After 20 min, the reaction is stopped with ethanol, the particles are
rinsed and dried. Then, we sieve all the particles that have received the same chemical treatment in
order to approach monodisperse distributions. After sieving, we obtain nine sets of particles, each of
them having a sharp gaussian distribution. The mean diameter d and the standard deviation σ of the
different sets are reported in Table I. These distributions are obtained by image processing of particle
pictures at an appropriate magnification. More precisely, particles are spread far below the monolayer
density onto glass plates with back lighting. The shadow area of each particle is measured using
the threshold function of the ImageJ software and is then converted into the corresponding particle
diameter. For each set, 1000 to 2000 particles are analyzed. The last step consists in measuring
the contact angle of the particles from side view microscope pictures by placing a single particle
at the air/water interface of a pendant drop. The contact angle θ is found to be equal to 112◦ for
every monodisperse set. Systematically, 20 contact angle measurements are performed resulting in
a typical standard deviation of 5◦.

B. Preparation of the armored interfaces and experimental set-up

To obtain a flat armored liquid interface, we force several liquid marbles to coalesce by com-
pressing them together. Each liquid marble is obtained by rolling a water drop onto a bed of dry
particles.9, 10 After coalescence, the resulting object, flattened by gravity, is an armored puddle that
does not wet the surface thanks to the particle layer as sketched in Fig. 1. Its diameter varies between
2 and 3 cm, while its height is h = 4.3 mm. The thickness of a gravitary puddle in a non-wetting
situation is 2κ−1, where the capillary length κ−1 = √

γe/ρg depends on the effective surface tension
γ e of the liquid/air interface and the liquid density ρ. This typically results in γ e = 52 mN/m when
taking ρ = 1000 kg/m−3. This is in quantitative agreement with observations in the literature as the
dense particle monolayer at the interface is known to lower the surface tension.10, 23, 34, 35 We control

TABLE I. Size distributions of the particle lots used for our experiments.

Particle diameter Standard deviation
d (μm) σ (μm)

32 4
40 7
43 5.5
80 3
86 4.5
95 7

134 4.5
146 4.5
159 11
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FIG. 1. (a) Single armor experimental set-up: a bare water drop impacts on a water puddle armored with particles of diameter
d. Two synchronized high speed cameras record side and top views of the impacts. (b) Double armor experimental set-up: an
armored water drop impacts on armored interfaces. A high speed camera records a side view of the impacts.

φs, the surface density of the particle monolayer defined as the surface occupied by the particles per
unit of area, by pumping and injecting water in the puddle via a syringe placed below it, as sketched
in Fig. 1. With this set-up, we can adjust the puddle surface while keeping constant the number
of adsorbed particles. This results in a good control of the surface density which is measured by
image analysis of the surface.35 Knowing the particles’ diameter, we find that the surface density φ

ranges between 0.95 and 0.98. This value is larger than the jamming density of a compact monolayer
φ j = π

2
√

3
≈ 0.91 and suggests that the particles locally overlap as no macroscopic wrinkle can be

seen on the puddle surface.
We first consider a single armor situation that is the impact of a bare water drop on an armored

liquid puddle prepared as described above. D, the drop diameter, typically ranges from 2 to 4 mm,
while V , the impacting velocity, is adjusted between 0.3 m/s and 2 m/s by varying the drop dispenser
height. Consequently, the Weber number (W e = ρV 2 D/γ ) associated to the bare drop and evaluated
taking γ = 72 mN/m and ρ = 1000 kg/m3, varies between 1 and 250. The impact is recorded using
two high-speed cameras as shown in Fig. 1(a). The two cameras are triggered simultaneously and
record, respectively, at 923 fps for the side view and 3500 fps for the top view. We deduce the drop
size and velocity from the side view and collect information about the coalescence mechanism from
the top view.

In the double armor experiments, an armored liquid marble impacts on an armored liquid
puddle. There, the liquid marble is prepared by rolling a water drop onto a bed of dry particles, then
it is placed on a launching platform of variable height as depicted in Fig. 1(b). The impact is recorded
with a single high speed camera as the drop is no longer transparent due to its particle armor.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Experimental results

We observe two different regimes as reported in Figs. 2 and 3 where side and top views of bare
drops impacting an armored puddle at different velocities are exhibited. Figure 2(a) illustrates the
impact of a relatively slow drop on the armored interface. The drop first flattens at its bottom, then
exhibits a classical staircase pyramidal shape,36 and is transiently engulfed below the puddle surface
before reappearing to eventually sit on the interface.

Several small holes, with a typical size of hundreds of microns, appear in the armor at the edge of
the drop as emphasized by the arrows in Fig. 2(a). These holes do not lead to coalescence. Figure 3(b)
(side view) shows the deformation of the impacting drop prior to the coalescence with the armored
puddle. Here again, the drop first flattens at its bottom, then also exhibits a staircase pyramidal shape,
but is irremediably swallowed by the large puddle. Figure 3(a) (top view) illustrates the modification
of the particle layer density induced by the same impact. The shock breaks up the armored interface
which disrupts in several points at the edge of the drop as highlighted by the arrows. Then, a large
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FIG. 2. Top and side views of a drop (D = 2.55 mm) impacting on an armored interface (d = 146 μm) with a velocity
V = 0.44 m/s. This does not lead to the coalescence of the drop with the bath. The time interval between two consecutive
pictures is 667 μs for the top view (a) and 1.1 ms for the side view (b) except for the last images for which the time interval is
35 ms for the top view (a) and 60 ms for the side view (b). In (a) holes between the particles can be observed in the periphery
of the drop close to its maximal extension as highlighted by the arrows. The dotted line in (a) is the reference line used to
perform the spatio-temporal analysis displayed in Fig. 4.

hole opens through which the drop sinks into the puddle. After the coalescence, the interface heals
and no scarring is observed in the armor (see last image in Fig. 3(a)).

To obtain a quantitative description of the relative motion of the particles during the impact,
we perform analysis of images such as those of Figs. 2(a) and 3(a). The spatio-temporal diagrams
of Fig. 4 showing the time evolution of the pixel values along the dotted lines of Figs. 2(a) and
3(a) highlight the motion of the individual particles during the impact. Before the impact, the
particles do not move as shown by the bright straight vertical lines. Then, impact occurs as il-
lustrated by the points A in Figs. 4(a) and 4(b). Consecutively, a wave, which propagates along

Δt=60ms

Δt=10ms

(a)

(b)

FIG. 3. Top and side views of a drop (D = 2.55 mm) impacting on an armored interface (d = 146 μm) with a velocity
V = 0.60 m/s. The time interval between two consecutive pictures is 667 μs for the top view (a) and 1.1 ms for the side view
(b) except for the last images for which the time interval is 10 ms for the top view (a) and 60 ms for the side view (b). This
impact leads to the coalescence of the drop with the bath. In (a) holes between the particles can be observed in the periphery
of the drop close to its maximal extension as highlighted by the arrows.The dotted line in (a) is the reference line used to
perform the spatio-temporal analysis displayed in Fig. 4.
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FIG. 4. Spatio-temporal diagram, which illustrates the motion of the particles along the lines drawn in Figs. 2(a) and 3(a).

the surface at a constant velocity equal to 0.5 ms−1 displaces the particles of 146 μm. Then,
all the particles oscillate in phase with the oscillating drop. This is not true for the particles in
the vicinity of the coalescence zone as observed in Fig. 3(b). In this region, the particles rapidly
move inward to close the hole induced by the coalescence: the bare surface with a diameter of
2.5 mm is healed in 8 ms. This suggests a velocity of 0.15 m.s−1. A quantitative understanding
of what sets this value would provide interesting features concerning the particles surface pressure
and the surface flow due to the coalescence process. However, light refraction in this highly curved
region generates image distortion. A correct measurement of the healing velocity would therefore
require one to know precisely the shape of the drop during the whole impact process, which is far
beyond the scope of this paper.

Now that we have observed that particles directly follow droplet distortion, we investigate when
coalescence occurs. Indeed, for drops of a given size, the transition between these two regimes
corresponds to a threshold velocity V1. Drops impacting slower than V1 do not coalesce with the
armored puddle while faster drops do. We define the threshold velocity as the average between the
highest observed non-coalescence velocity and the lowest velocity where coalescence occurs. The
uncertainty of the measurement is ±0.02 m/s. V1 is reported as a function of the drop diameter D for
two particle diameters (d = 134 μm and d = 159 μm) on Fig. 5(a). In both cases, the variations of
V1 with D are similar: V1 decreases when D increases following a power law close to V1 ∼ D−0.8.
This holds as long as the drop diameter is smaller than 3 mm. For larger drops, V1 does not depend
on the droplet diameter which may be caused by the limited puddle thickness h = 4.3 mm as
discussed hereafter. The influence of the particle diameter d on V1 is presented in Fig. 5(b). The
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FIG. 5. (a) Evolution of V1 with D for two armored puddles with d = 134 and d = 159 μm. For D < 3 mm, V1 decreases with
D. (b) Evolution of V1 with d for a given drop diameter (2.5 mm), V1 increases with d. The solid line indicates V1 = 0.2d0.22.
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trend previously observed for d = 134 μm and d = 159 μm is confirmed: V1 increases with d as
V1 � 0.2d0.22. Similar results are observed for the double armor case.

B. Single armor coalescence

The rupture of interfaces armored with hydrophobic particles has already been investigated by
considering the impact of a liquid marble on a solid motionless surface.10, 37 During an impact, the
liquid marble flattens and spreads on the solid media. The surface area of the impacting drop—
initially spherical—is suddenly increased. Consequently, the dense coating layer is disrupted and
contact between the liquid and the solid surfaces can establish if the damage in the protective layer
is severe enough. The wetting liquid thus adheres to the surface rather than recoiling into a single
armored drop. A threshold velocity above which the encapsulated liquid wets the solid surface has
been measured for different types of particle of various sizes. A quantitative interpretation of this
threshold based on (i) the conversion of the drop kinetic energy into surface energy and (ii) the
opening of a hole of a critical size in the armor has been proposed and successfully tested.10, 37 In
this paper, we use a similar framework and propose a quantitative criterion for the threshold velocity
of coalescence of a deformable drop on a deformable armored puddle.

In the situation considered here, the topologies of both the impacting drop and the armored
puddle change as the drop’s kinetic energy is distributed between the surface energies of the drop
and the puddle. We first consider the deformation of the liquid drop under impact on the armored
liquid puddle. We note Dmax the diameter of the bare drop when reaching its maximal extension.
Dmax can be estimated from the top view of the impact (Figs. 2(a) and 3(a)). Dmax/D is measured
for different drop and particle diameters and is reported in Fig. 6 as a function of the Weber number
(W e = ρV 2 D/γ ). It is almost constant and lies between 1.1 and 1.3, which corresponds to a
deformation smaller than 30%. Results also show an effect of particle diameter: the smaller the d,
the smaller the Dmax.

To understand these observations, we consider the shape of a static bubble (or liquid drop) at a
liquid/air (or liquid/liquid) interface with no contact angle. The shape of such a bubble deviates from a
perfect sphere and can be computed as a function of the Bond number38, 39 (Bo = (ρ − ρair)gD2/γ ).
At small Bo, the bubbles are quasi-spheres while at large Bo, the bubbles take a hemispherical
shape. In this limit, volume conservation ensures Dmax/D = 21/3 ≈ 1.26. Our dynamical data can be
compared to this static analysis, introducing an effective gravity a ∼ V 2/D which is the acceleration
experienced by the drop during impact.40 Replacing straightforwardly g by a in Bo yields an effective
Bond number Bo∗ = (ρ − ρair )V 2 D/γ which is equivalent to W e since ρ > >ρair. Note that the
comparison is only qualitative as the range of velocities investigated here is limited to V < V1. The
expression of Dmax/D computed in Ref. 39 is plotted with a thin plain line in Fig. 6 for comparison.

1
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Dmax/ D0 = 1.26   
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FIG. 6. Evolution of Dmax/D with W e = ρV 2 D/γ for drop diameters ranging between 2 and 3 mm and particle diameters
between 32 and 146 μm. The thick black line corresponds to the maximal diameter of a quiescent bubble at a liquid
air-interface as given in Ref. 39. The dashed grey line corresponds to the limit where the initial spherical drop takes a
hemispherical shape.
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FIG. 7. (a) and (b) Typical dimensions and shape of the crater formed in the puddle by the impacting drop. (c) Schematic
representation of the hydrophobic particles located between the impacting drop and the armored puddle. Satisfying the
wetting conditions on both poles, the particles insure a bridge between the drop and the puddle.

Our data are in reasonable agreement with those corresponding to static lenses floating on liquid
surfaces, yet, they systematically are above this line. This may be due to the limited depth of the tank,
which yields a larger value of Dmax/D. The systematic variation of Dmax/D with d may be explained
considering the additional energetic cost associated to the deformation of the armored layer. Such
a layer experiences a bending modulus B scaling with the square of the particle diameter.35, 41

The energetic cost associated with interface deformation thus increases with the particle diameter.
Consequently, the effective stiffness of the puddle interface increases with particle diameters, while
the bare droplet stiffness is constant.42

Therefore, the smaller the particles, the more the puddle is prone to deformation, which yields
a smaller value of Dmax/D. Note however that this effect is of second order since the difference in
Dmax/D between the smallest and largest particles is at most 15%.

We eventually conclude that the impacting drop experiences a small deformation (Dmax − D
always smaller than 30%). Much of the initial kinetic energy is thus converted into surface energy
via the armored puddle deformation, resulting at first order in Dmax ∼ D.

We now focus on the deformation experienced by the liquid puddle. Figures 2 and 3 show
that a hole, located at the edge of the impacting drop, opens in the interface. This suggests that
the cavity created in the coated puddle by the impacting drop is shaped as sketched in Figs. 7(a)
and 7(b) with a diameter Dmax and a width e. Thus, the energy balance of the impact writes at first
order

ρD3V 2 ∼ γ De. (1)

The next step consists in elaborating a criterion for the coalescence. To our understanding, the
coalescence occurs as soon as the surface of the bare drop enters into contact with the bare air/water
interface of the puddle. Hence, one may wonder what is the critical width of the hole leading to
the coalescence. We propose a simple criterion based on the steric repulsion ensured by the solid
particles to prevent the two curved air/water interfaces from touching each other. This argument can
be understood considering Fig. 7(b): the particles prevent contact between the two interfaces only if
they are large and close enough and provided that the curvatures of the two interfaces in the radial
direction are not too large. In the limit of small deformation, the curvature of the impacting drop is
2/D. To determine the puddle interface curvature, we emphasize that the coalescence occurs when
the drop reaches its maximal extension, thus when the velocity of the impacting drop reaches zero.
At this particular instant, the interface is mainly shaped by capillarity and gravity, suggesting that
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the radial curvature of the interface in the vicinity of the drop is of the order of one over the capillary

length (κ−1 =
√

γ

ρg ).

The particles provide an efficient protection toward coalescence if d > (κ + 2/D)e2/2
(Fig. 7(b)), leading the critical width e* to

e∗ ∼ 2

(
d D

2 + κ D

)1/2

. (2)

With d = 90 μm, D = 2 mm, and κ−1 = 2.3 mm e* is equal to 500 μm, a value in agreement with
the observations of Fig. 2.

Combining Eqs. (1) and (2) yields to the following expression for the threshold velocity:

V1 ∼
(

γ

ρD

)1/2 (
d/D

2 + κ D

)1/4

. (3)

The scaling provided by Eq. (3) is in reasonable agreement with our experimental observations
as the dependency with d is 1

4 close to the experimental value 0.22 (Fig. 5(b)). It also exhibits
a reasonable dependency with the drop diameter: Eq. (3) is a decreasing function of D with an
exponent varying from −0.75 when D � κ−1 to −1 when D 	 κ−1. In between, the exponent takes
intermediate values and for κ−1 = 2.35 mm, d = 100 μm and 1 mm < D < 4 mm, the variation with
D is well fitted by a power law with an exponent of −0.82 in excellent agreement with the −0.8
of the experimental data (Fig. 5(a)). Then, a good collapse of the experimental data for 32 μm < d
< 159 μm and 1.8 mm < D < 4 mm is observed when plotting the experimental results as a function

of
(

γ

ρD

)1/2 (
d/D

2+κ D

)1/4
(see Fig. 8).

We stress that this agreement is not only qualitative but almost quantitative: when taking into
account the numerical factors, we find a slope of

√
24 ∼ 5 which is close to the experimental value

of 7.9. Our analysis is geometrical in nature and suggests that the whole dynamic of the system is
set by the impact phenomena. In particular, it neither takes into account the specific dynamic of the
armored interface nor the relative motion of the particles. The validity of this analysis is inferred
by Fig. 4: in our experimental conditions, the particles move all together and instantaneously adapt
to the motion of the interface as long as they are far away from the coalescence region. This is not
always the case: fractures—a typical feature of a solid—can propagate on a layer of densely packed
particles trapped at a liquid-gas interface under Marangoni stresses, as shown in Refs. 43 and 44. Our
analysis also suggests that the incident kinetic energy liberated by the impact is mainly converted
into surface energy of the raft. In particular, we do not consider the dissipation mechanisms inherent
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FIG. 8. Comparison of V1 and V2, the experimental threshold velocities for single and double armor, with the expression
given by Eq. (3). The agreement is very good as the data involving all the particles listed in Table I and drop diameter ranging
from 1.8 mm to more than 4 mm collapse.
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in this motion, which can either occur in a Blasius boundary layer below the particle layer or in
lubrication flows in the spaces between the particles as discussed in Ref. 44. To discriminate between
those two mechanisms, it would be interesting to increase the viscosity of the armored puddle. In
particular, in the limit of large viscosity, we expect that the two types of dissipation do not exhibit
the same dependency with the particle size.

C. Double armor coalescence

We now consider the situation of a double armor (depicted in Fig. 1(b)) where an armored
droplet impacts an armored puddle. As for the single armor, two regimes of coalescence and non-
coalescence are observed. The transition between these two regimes determines a second threshold
velocity V2, that depends a priori on D and d. These two regimes exhibit identical features to the
single armor impact. For slow impact velocity V < V2, the droplet impacts the liquid surface, is
transiently swallowed by the puddle, and eventually re-emerges out of the liquid as illustrated in
Fig. 9(a). For higher impact velocity V > V2, the two interfaces irrevocably merge as can be seen in
Fig. 9(b). It seems worthwhile to quantitatively evaluate whether there is any gain in double armoring
the interfaces compared to single armoring. Our measurements show that V2 is always higher than
V1: for d = 95 μm and D = 2.5 mm, we find V1 = 0.49 m/s and V2 = 0.68 m/s. This difference
corresponds to a significant increase in kinetic energy since (0.68/0.49)2 = 1.9.

We use the framework developed above to understand this result. When the armored drop
impacts on the armored liquid puddle, its kinetic energy is mainly converted in deformation of the
armored puddle. This rapid extension of the puddle surface area generates holes in the first particle
armor. However, here, the contact between the drop and the puddle is still avoided thanks to the
second armor of particles around the drop. The particles of this second armor are confined between
the two interfaces and tend to satisfy simultaneously the wetting conditions on both poles as sketched
in Fig. 7(c). Consequently, the particles which were initially wetting the drop liquid interface with
a static contact angle of θ , adsorb on the puddle until the static contact angle θ between the gas, the
puddle interface, and the solid is reached, thus irremediably bridging the two interfaces.

The first consequence of this “bridging” effect which was already reported in Refs. 17, 27, and
45–48 is to stick the water drop in the armored puddle where it impacted. This is demonstrated when
comparing the impacts of both a drop and a glass bead on armored interfaces. After the impact, the
drop neither rolls nor bounces but remains at the place where it first impacted (see Fig. 2). In this
case, the drop and the puddle are stuck together via the particles confined between the two interfaces.
On the contrary, a glass bead can bounce off the surface of the armored puddle as seen in Fig. 10.
As the particles cannot adsorb on the solid surface of the bead, there is no adhesion.

Δt =4ms

(a)

(b)

FIG. 9. (a) Side view of a liquid marble impacting on an armored interface (d = 95 μm). The time interval between two
consecutive pictures is 0.5 ms. (a) The impact of the drop (D = 3.4 mm, V = 0.49 m/s) leads to non-coalescence. (b) The
impact of the drop (D = 4.1 mm, V = 0.48 m/s) leads to coalescence.
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Δt = 9 ms

FIG. 10. Side view of a glass bead impacting on an armored puddle (1 ms elapses between two pictures). Contrary to a drop
which remains stuck to the impacting point, the glass bead bounces off leaving the armored puddle.

The second consequence of this bridging effect is that opening a bare hole of width e* in a
double armor requires a surface extension twice as large as the one needed for a single armor and
therefore corresponds to a threshold kinetic energy twice larger. As a result, the threshold velocity
of coalescence for a double armor is larger than the one for a single armor by a factor of

√
2.

V2, the measured threshold velocity of coalescence for the double armor situation, is reported as
a function of the expression of Eq. (3) in Fig. 8 (open symbols). Here also, we observe a very good
agreement. Indeed, besides the fact that the experimental data all collapses around the same line, the
slope ratio between V1 and V2 equals 11.1/7.9 ≈ 1.40 very close to the predicted value of

√
2. Our

previous understanding of the single armor coalescence is therefore confirmed by the double armor
case.

IV. CONCLUSION

The coalescence of particle armored interfaces can be forced under impact. This phenomenon
is associated to the opening of a hole of a critical size, as previously reported for impacts of liquid
marbles onto solid surfaces.10, 37 Yet, contrary to the impact of liquid marbles onto solid substrates
where the particles mobility remains unknown, here the shape and critical size of the hole required
for the coalescence can be estimated. This leads to the elaboration of a coalescence criterion that
gives the threshold velocity of coalescence of single armor (a bare drop impacting an armored
puddle) which is in good agreement with the experiments. This quantitative criterion also applies to
determine the threshold velocity of a double armor (an armored drop impacting an armored puddle),
considering that the particles are mutualized between the two interfaces. The threshold velocity of
a double armor is found to be larger than the one of a single one by a factor of

√
2 in quantitative

agreement with the experiments.
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